
An Overview of Man Group

Man Group. Founded 1783.

We are an active investment management firm focused on delivering attractive

performance and client portfolio solutions, deploying the latest technology across

our business to help ensure we stay at the forefront of our evolving industry.

Our five investment management businesses leverage our world-class

infrastructure to provide a diverse range of strategies across investment

approaches, styles and asset classes.

We continuously invest in talent, technology and research as we strive to deliver the

best results for our clients.

Diversified Offering. Institutional Framework.

LEARN MORE ABOUT MAN GROUP 

 

https://www.man.com/about-us
https://www.man.com/


 

Man Group is committed to supporting responsible
investment

Responsible investing is no longer optional.

We are committed to supporting responsible investment at Man Group. To find out more

about how we approach responsible investment, how our policies support recognised

norms and what our latest insights are, please visit out Responsible Investment homepage.

Subscribe now

Never miss a new episode Sign up for

 

VIEW OUR STRATEGIES 

 FIND OUT MORE 

https://www.man.com/responsible-investment#_perspectives-towards-a-sustainable-future
https://www.man.com/our-offering#_our-strategies
https://www.man.com/responsible-investment


 

Never miss a new episode. Sign up for

our 'Perspectives Toward a Sustainable

Future' podcast series on iTunes, Google

Podcast, SoundCloud or Podbean.

 

News & Perspectives

 
King’s College London Mathematics
School receives significant charitable
donation from Man Group

We are delighted to announce our charitab
le partnership with King’s Maths School to
support its mission of educating and cultiv
ating exceptional young mathematical tale
nt. The school plays a vital role in helping
aspiring mathematicians grow and sustain
their interest in the subject, as well as enc
ouraging the continued development of di
versity in STEM subjects and careers.

How to Save the World: Green Bonds and Central Bank Regulation

Jul 2019

Why are central banks increasingly focused on the relationship between climate risk and financial stabilit

y? Listen to Jason Mitchell discuss with Michael Sheren, Senior Advisor within the Bank of England, discu

ss the role of central banks in greening the financial system and the case for green securitisation.

Man FRM Early View - June 2019

Jun 2019
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Government bond yields continue to fall despite the rally in equities. Hedge funds enjoyed a positive Jun

e across most strategies. Equity Long-Short returns were largely driven by market beta given the scale of

the market bounce.

A Story of Six Puts

Jun 2019

This year’s rally has been driven by six ‘puts’, in our view. All show how far policymakers could go to avoi

d disruption. None are a solution.

Join the Man Group team

We pride ourselves on the quality of our people; joining Man Group means becoming part of a high calib

re team.

Views From the Floor

Jul 02 2019

Over the past few months, we have argued that we think the cycle still has some way to run. This week,

we highlight developments that could prove otherwise.

AHL Explains

Narrated by Man AHL's Chief Scientist, Dr Anthony Ledford, the ‘AHL Explains’ video series explores key c

oncepts in futures trend following programmes – bringing each concept to life by focusing on principles,

not details.

Awards, ratings and/or analyst reports are for information purposes only and should not be construed as an endorsement of

any Man Group company or of their products or services. Please refer to the websites of the sponsors/issuers for information

regarding the criteria on which the awards/ratings are determined. Please note that performance was not one of the criteria

considered for this award.
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